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Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy financing 
agreements already are taking shape in New York City, even 
before official origination guidelines are in place.

The activity reflects recent progress in the development of 
that blueprint. After some three years of development, the city’s 
PACE-program administrator, known as NYCEEC, released pro-
posed procedures in October 2020 and finished taking com-
ments in December.

A final version is almost ready.
But with a huge volume of opportunities available to them, 

PACE professionals don’t want to wait. Many have spent more 
than a year hiring staff with connections in the city’s commer-
cial real estate market while talking to property owners about 
possible financing agreements.

A large proportion of the borrowers would use the capital 
to bring their buildings into compliance with tough and costly 
energy-efficiency requirements that begin to take effect in 2024 
under New York City’s Climate Mobilization Act. To that end, 
expectations are that the program “will open with a bang,” said 
Mansoor Ghori, chief executive of originator Petros PACE.

“We’ve already got projects in New York City that are ready 
to go,” he added. One would approach $100 million, with others 
in the vicinity of $25 million.

Petros’ financing includes capital for improvements to office 
and industrial buildings. Other originators are looking at in-
dustrial properties and apartment buildings in the city’s outer 
boroughs.

Multi-family buildings with even one rent-controlled unit 
initially were supposed to be exempt from carbon-emissions 
caps under the Climate Mobilization Act, thus making them 
less fertile for PACE financing. But in October, the New York 
City Council passed a bill expanding the number of buildings 
that must comply by setting the rent-control threshold at 35% 
of each property’s units.

As for the terms of the financing packages, industry partici-
pants have characterized the NYCEEC’s proposal as lacking de-
tail and have asked the non-profit organization for more clar-
ity. Some have presented general non-binding terms to clients, 
with Petros, for example, underwriting its early agreements in 
accordance with the preliminary guidelines.

Other originators say they are working on the assumption 

that the final guidelines will be similar to those for New York 
State’s PACE program, which is run by the non-profit Energy 
Improvement Corp.

Some of the PACE liens resulting from the New York City 
program could be funded through securitization, potentially in 
large volumes. The initiative is expected to be a major contribu-
tor to this year’s commercial PACE lending activity, which by 
some estimates could double the 2020 count of $500 million.

Developing PACE programs in large cities such as New 
York is inevitably complex because of the number of groups 
that want a say. It’s also possible the city is taking its time spe-
cifically because it’s aware that originators are gearing up for 
a quick start. “They want to be sure and get things right,” one 
source said. 

C-PACE Lenders Line Up in NYC
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Bond Traders Rewarded With Bonus BonanzaBonus season is shaping up as one of the most lucrative in years for structured-
product traders and salespeople at the biggest Wall Street shops, while bankers can 
largely expect checks more in line with previous payouts.Traders on average are seeing packages 20% to 50% higher than they recceived a 
year earlier. For salespeople, the uptick is 7% to 10%.One executive recruiter, citing adaptions to challenges spawned by the coronavi-
rus, said he hadn’t seen a bonus pool this robust for the trading sector since before 
the 2007-2008 economic collapse.“2020 was unlike any other [year] for structured-product trading desks,” the 
recruiter said. “Being asked to trade while being stuck at home is something never 
before seen. � e banks want to reward that.”While bankers largely faced the same challenges, their bonuses are equivalent to 
— and in some cases smaller than — what they received last year. � at in part re� ects

See BONANZA on Page 5Bankers Take Bets on Below-Zero SpreadsWith some money-market securities already pricing below their benchmarks, 
asset-backed bond bankers say it won’t be long before the same happens for the 
term portion of new deals.� e question on those professionals’ minds is which issuer will be the � rst in the 
current credit cycle to achieve that rarity. While they aren’t naming names, signs so 
far point to a company o� ering bonds backed by prime-quality auto loans or leases 
— likely the � nancing arm of a major manufacturer.A combination of factors is driving the chatter, as low interest rates, strong 
investor demand and thin supply across the asset-backed bond market have caused 
spreads on new securitizations to edge toward historic lows in recent weeks. Indeed, 
the Class-A1 money-market pieces of recent auto-loan deals already are selling at 
so-called negative spreads while some Class-A2 term securities have priced � at to

See BANKERS on Page 7New Use Emerging for Fund-Backed BondsSeveral fund operators that buy interests in private equity vehicles on the sec-
ondary market are eyeing securitization as a way to raise additional capital.

� e o� erings, structured as so-called collateralized fund obligations, essentially 
would serve as a form of leverage for the issuers. � at is, the transactions would 
boost the � rms’ assets and thus enable them to capture additional management fees 
while using returns from the underlying positions to repay investors.

In most cases, it appears the issuer would � rst sell the bonds and then use the 
proceeds to purchase the underlying fund stakes from those vehicles’ current lim-
ited partners.

� e plans di� er from the activities of other CFO issuers, typically other types of asset 
managers or insurance companies. � ose operations more o� en view the transactions 
as a source of liquidity, pledging fund interests that they already hold as collateral.

� ey also tend to retain all of the equity in the deals, whereas the secondary-
market fund operators are seen as more likely to sell large portions of their o� erings’

See DEALS on Page 6

Sue Sproule joined SMBC Nikko in December as an executive director focused on asset-backed bond origina-tion. Sproule, who’s stationed in the Tokyo bank’s New York o�  ce, previously spent 17 years at NatWest Markets and predecessor RBS, with earlier stops at WestLB and J.P. Morgan.

Vipul Jain, who headed agency and non-agency mortgage-bond research at Wells Fargo until parting ways with the bank late last year, has signed on with Credit Suisse. Jain, a managing director, started last month in New York. Before joining Wells in 2016, Jain headed agency mort-gage-bond research at Morgan Stanley. He earlier logged time at Bank of America.
Abeer Agrawal, who helped transform personal-loan buyer Theorem Partners from a slim operation in a Silicon Valley apartment to a $1 billion hedge fund 
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